This is Darren. Darren took part in an innovation discovery event. This was very cool of Darren. Darren thinks you should give it a try too.

Be cool like Darren.

It was very useful to get other views on how your product or research can be used. Great thinking outside-the-box by the panel.

- Darren Haddad, PhD
  Signal Processing Engineer

If interested in taking part in an IDE, contact Dan Fayette at DFAYETTE@GRIFFISSINSTITUTE.ORG

Learn more: WWW.GRIFFISSINSTITUTE.ORG/INNOVATION-DISCOVERY
THIS IS MARK.
MARK PRESENTED AT AN INNOVATION DISCOVERY EVENT.
THIS MAKES MARK VERY INTERESTING.
MARK THINKS YOU SHOULD GIVE IT A TRY TOO.
BE INTERESTING LIKE MARK.

I LIKE THE UNCONSTRAINED THINKING.
THE BRAINSTORMING.
A LOT OF GREAT IDEAS CAME OUT OF THIS PROCESS.
IT WAS AN INTELLECTUALLY-STIMULATING ENVIRONMENT.

- MARK LINDERMAN, PHD
SENIOR SCIENTIST FOR COMMAND AND CONTROL, DECISION SUPPORT

IF INTERESTED IN PRESENTING AT AN IDE, CONTACT DAN FAYETTE AT DFAYETTE@GRIFFISSINSTITUTE.ORG

LEARN MORE: WWW.GRIFFISSINSTITUTE.ORG/INNOVATION-DISCOVERY
STANLEY PARTICIPATED IN AN INNOVATION DISCOVERY EVENT. DOING SO MADE STANLEY VERY HAPPY. STANLEY THINKS YOU SHOULD GIVE IT A TRY TOO. BE HAPPY LIKE STANLEY.

What a positive experience! It wasn’t a ‘Shark Tank’ environment, but rather a ‘Help Tank’!

- STANLEY WENNDT, PHD
  BASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM ELEMENT MONITOR

IF INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN AN IDE, CONTACT DAN FAYETTE AT DFAYETTE@GRIFFISSINSTITUTE.ORG
LEARN MORE: WWW.GRIFFISSINSTITUTE.ORG/INNOVATION-DISCOVERY